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Courage for these new times 

 

In days like these, it’s nothing short of a blessing to be able to report that companies are still 
optimistic for the future and investing in their businesses, instead of sticking their heads in the sand. 
With its purchase of five new PALFINGER loading cranes, the Vienna transport company Haider has 
sent a clear and confident message that it intends to keep on expanding. “Over the course of running 
my business, there have always been good and tough times. And yet it’s always been during 
economically difficult phases that we’ve been able to take the lead over our competitors. Not getting 
overconfident during the boom times and always remaining dedicated to client concerns – that’s been 
our motto and the basis for our uninterrupted business even in the face of downward economic 
trends,” states Franz Haider. The first of the five new cranes, a PK 100002 Performance, was 
delivered to Haider at the end of 2008. The remaining four, a PK 29002 Performance, a PK 23002 
Performance, a PK 18002 Performance and a PK 12001 EH High Performance, rolled off the line one 
after the other over the course of this year, all ready for action. 
Haider Transporte’s fleet of vehicles now has a total of 30 PALFINGER cranes that cover the entire 
spectrum of loading crane capacity from 9 to 150 meter-tons. All the vehicles, which are outfitted with 
the company’s corporate design, demonstrate utmost professionalism right from the start. Competent 
advice, punctuality and dependable performance are not just empty phrases for Haider Transporte – 
they are words the company lives by. 
“For 17 years the only cranes that have been mounted on our vehicles are PALFINGER. Their 
products and services work and whenever there is a problem, it gets fixed right away. That’s how I’ve 
become a more satisfied customer with each passing year,” states Franz Haider, describing his 
partnership with PALFINGER and KUHN. “The collaboration with Haider Transporte, which began in 
May 1992, the same year I started at KUHN Ladetechnik, is marked by a special sense of devotion 
and brand loyalty. And beyond that, a very good friendship has even developed over the years,” 
states Peter Wiedemann, branch manager of Kuhn Servicewerk in Achau, Austria. 
 

 
 


